In a Fast Ignition approach to achieving inertial confinement fusion (ICF) the processes of thermonuclear fuel compression and ignition are separated. The fusion fuel is partially compressed with a primary series of long-pulse, high energy lasers and in one scheme a single high power, short-pulse laser is used to drive a stream of energetic electrons into the core of the plasma to heat and ignite the compressed fuel. It is anticipated that electron beam-plasma instabilities will play a crucial role in coupling the laser energy to the fuel capsule in the Fast Ignition scheme 1 . Such instabilities include the Weibel, filamentation and two-stream instabilities. A possible method for achieving the required fusion fuel heating is via the relaxation of the non-thermal electron beam through the two stream instability. This process generates Langmuir waves that parametrically decay into lower amplitude Langmuir waves and ion acoustic waves that are strongly damped by ion collisions in the dense plasma. This results in energy transfer to the background plasma ion population 2 . Numerical simulations of the plasma dynamics associated with this parametric decay process, under ICF relevant conditions, are currently underway using particle-in-cell codes 3 . Results from these simulations will be presented and compared with results from a theoretical investigation. 
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